Hello, and welcome to Regent Park Film Festival’s School Program for 2020! It’s been a super
unique year and so before we begin, we want to honour and commend all educators in their efforts to
provide the best possible educational experience for our students.
Thank you.
This particular year we found the flexibility of having nuanced conversations about concepts
and big ideas within the language arts and social studies curriculum has become more challenging
with the format of the school year. We are excited to provide a selection of films that bring storytelling
that addresses the key themes that come up in the films provided.
We’ve decided to take a relevant theme and break it down for each grade group. The theme of
this year’s film festival is Dis-Place.
Our relationship to where we are is so important. It is a huge factor in deciding what we hold
onto in our lives and how we let go.  The idea of where we are can refer to a physical place or where
we are in our minds and hearts. Understanding the history of where we are and how we move forward with that knowledge can add value to our relationship to dis place (this place).
This theme is important to explore in relation to language arts and social studies. Within The
curriculum the term Displacement is introduced to students as an objective and scientific term. There
is definitely an opportunity to understand displacement and the human experience within each grade
group.

In this program we get to explore what it means to stay connected to where we come from while figuring out who you are. You don’t have to choose one over the other, even though it may not always feel
like that. If you’re a newcomer, feeling homesick can make feeling at home in your new place difficult
and that can feel a little sad too. These films all carry the message of understanding that where you
come from and where you’re going can be connected. but just one of the two cannot dictate who you
choose to be and how you choose to carry your history and build your future.
This program also offers  an opportunity to reflect on what it means to be cognizant of stories that
centrer Indigenous narratives that do not put the spotlight on settler colonialism -  allowing an understanding of history that is often overlooked.
One of the films addresses coping strategies in an apocalyptic context. This is an opportunity to address coping strategies for staying safe and practicing good coping strategies to get through this
uncertain time. This will allow students to draw up courses of action and parameters to keep them
occupied and help combat  feelings of isolation.
Questions to consider:
How does who we are relate to where we come from?
Why is it important to understand the past?
What are coping strategies? What are they used for?
What are coping strategies?
What are examples of coping strategies that you may see in Doubout or Celeste and Moulee?
What coping strategies can you use to get through this time?
What are good methods for facing our fears?
Definitions and terms to consider:
Indigenous: Indigenous (Aboriginal) Peoples are the original inhabitants of the land that is now Canada. Inuit and First Nations history extends well before the arrival of Europeans in Canada.
Turtle Island: Turtle Island refers to the continent of North America. The name comes from various Indigenous oral histories that tell stories of a turtle that holds the world on its back. For some Indigenous
peoples, the turtle is therefore considered an icon of life, and the story of Turtle Island consequently
speaks to various spiritual and cultural beliefs.
Treaty:A treaty is a written agreement between two or more parties that consists of international law.
The parties may be countries or other important groups. A treaty may be about any subject.
Coping: to deal successfully with a difficult situation
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This animated short tells the story of Maq, a Mi’kmaq boy who
realizes his potential with the help of inconspicuous mentors.
When an elder in the community offers him a small piece of pipestone, Maq carves a little person out of it. Proud of his work, the
boy wants to impress his grandfather and journeys through the
woods to find him. Along the path Maq meets a curious traveller
named Mi’gmwesu. Together they share stories, medicine, laughter, and song. Maq begins to care less about making a good impression and more about sharing the knowledge and spirit he’s
found through his creation.
Directed by: Phyllis Grant

A portrait of seventies Hong Kong, as my parents remember it.
In Passing transports viewers and immerses them in the fleeting
moments of everyday Hong Kong. Following two neighbours as
they grow up in government housing in bustling Mong Kok, Kowloon, the film pays homage to old Hong Kong, and aims to capture the history and rich culture of the times. The film is inspired
by my parents’reminiscing on their childhoods.
Directed by: Esther Cheung

This animated short is the story of Gita, an 8-year-old girl who
can’t wait to celebrate Divali - the Hindu festival of lights - in
her new home in Canada. But it’s nothing like New Delhi, where
she comes from. The weather is cold and grey and a terrible ice
storm cuts off the power, ruining her plans for a party. Obviously,
a Divali celebration now is impossible. Or is it? As Gita experiences the glittering beauty of the icy streets outside, the traditional festival of lights comes alive in a sparkling new way.
Directed by: Michel Vo

A kids short film about An Inuit child wanders away from his village, fascinated by a wild bird. His father follows his trail, determined to find him before he gets lost on the ice floe...

6 min 26 sec

Directed by: Paul-Emile Boucher, Remy
Dupont, Benjamin Flouw, Mickaël Riciotti,
Alexandre Toufaili

Joseph, 8, refuses to accept the departure of his older brother to
the mainland France. Influenced by the traditional stories of his
grandfather, he is convinced that Lentikri, an ancient martinican
monster, prowls around the house to attack his family. Joseph
decides to confront it.
Directed by: Sarah Malléon, Pierre Le Gall
20 min

Celeste and Moulee Till The End of The World is a comedic account
of the survival of a woman, Celeste (Andrea Bang), and her rabbit in
the aftermath of an apocalyptic catastrophe. When tragedy strikes,
heroes rise from the wreckage! However, sometimes it’s easier to
crawl back under the blankets and hope to the god you were never
too sure existed that it will all pass.
13 min

Directed by: Celeste Koon

Thank You!

